EUCALYPTUS

QUARTERED ROCK GREY DYED EUCALYPTUS*

_Eucalyptus globulus_

Species Cuts: flat cut, quartered

Other Names: Pompas Oak, Lyptus, Tasmanian Oak, Chilean Oak

Country of Origin: Australian, New Zealand, Spain, Portugal

Alternative Veneers: Anegre, Ash

General Applications:
- Architectural panels
- Acoustic panels
- Store fixtures
- Conference tables
- Cabinetry
- Doors
- Millwork
- Ceilings

*Please contact your Dooge representative for FSC® availability of this species.

* Bleached and dyed veneer is first bleached and then processed with dye, resulting in consistency of depth and color.

INTERESTED IN SEEING MORE?
Visit our website today to learn more about Eucalyptus and to view more species in our extensive veneer library. Contact us to receive a live sample, panel, or ask any other questions you may have on your project.